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Body:

Debbie Beatty just called to offer her explanation for why she is holding between 200 and 300 documents. She 

said Phil had gone through her 12 boxes of HSCA- referred FBI documents, and he pulled out the easy ones for 

her to review. He told her to wait on the problem documents until the HSCA review process was complete. 

Debbie has been holding some of the documents I sent over for review.Deb said she is holding these 

documents for 2 reasons: 1. Carl wants to classify something in the document.2. If the document is HSCA-

derivative, Beatty wants to wait until the process of negotiation with ARRB is complete before she reviews the 

referrals. She will compare the negotiated copy with the (already blacked out) HSCA copy.My thought on the 

(blacked out) HSCA copy was that since that is what the HSCA saw, the black-out would always remain on the 

HSCA copy regardless of what the ARRB negotiation process releases in the other file.Researchers would then 

be able to see what the HSCA saw and compare it to the ARRB-negotiated file. Debbie pointed out that what 

the HSCA saw was never released to the public. She also noted that some staff from the HSCA did see the 

entire unredacted copy even though the document appears with redactions in the HSCA collection.Debbie 

offered to ask Carl to write up evidence for classification for one of the documents I sent over to her. I told her 

not to rush to do this for the October 14 meeting, but if Carl already had evidence written up it might be 

useful for us to see the FBI's explanation for classification.
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